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 Character  
Customization
Unlike most other MMORPGS, players aren’t 
prompted to choose a character class when they start 
Skylandia, nor does it have an XP-based leveling 
system. 

Everyone starts with the same basic character, 
and players can customize their playstyle solely by 
equipping NFTs (items). 
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Similarly, a lot of MMORPGs require 
that players waste hours cutting down 

trees or mining minerals they don’t 
need in order to level up their jobs 

and gain the ability to gather high-end 
resources. Skylandia has no job levels; 

all players have to do to acquire the 
resources they need is to get the right 

tools.

Under traditional XP systems, players 
who wish to explore different playstyles 

(i.e. different character classes) are 
often forced to start over from scratch 
with a fresh character and spend days 

to reach the level cap and find the 
appropriate gear. In Skylandia, players 

can alter their playstyle simply by 
equipping different items.
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This system has several benefits:  
 

XP-based leveling systems usually 
serve to teach players the basics of 

the game and can seem superfluous 
to experienced players. Moreover, the 
quests that many games have players 

undertake to gain XP are tedious, 
repetitive, and time-consuming. 

Skylandia instead offers more advanced 
and fulfilling game features based on 

the quality and in-game advantages of 
the player’s equipped NFTs. This lets 

new players familiarize themselves with 
the game at their own pace and allows 
veterans to access most of the game’s 
content by acquiring the appropriate 

NFTs on the marketplace.



Skylandia’s progression system is based on 
the primary and secondary attributes granted 

by items, the character classes they unlock, 
and the synergies between different items 
and between items and biomes, allowing 

for in-depth customization of a character’s 
playstyle. The next sections describe these 

aspects in more detail.
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There are 6 main attributes in Skylandia:

 Strength: 
Increases melee damage

 Accuracy:  
Increases ranged damage

 Intelligence:  
Increases magic damage

 Dexterity:  
Increases dodge and critical hit rates

 Wisdom:  
Increases the efficiency of healing and other support skills 

 Stamina:  
Increases hit points

In addition to their gameplay bonuses, these attributes also 
allow the player to unlock different classes and thus acquire 

new spells and abilities.

 Primary Attributes
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 Luck: 
Increases the chances of obtaining loot from 
monsters and bosses

 Melee damage: 
Increases melee damage like Strength but 
doesn’t affect character class

 Melee resist: 
Decreases damage received from melee 
attacks

 Ranged damage: 
Increases ranged damage like Accuracy but 
doesn’t affect character class

 Ranged resist: 
Decreases damage received from ranged 
attacks

 Magic damage: 
Increases magic damage like Intelligence but 
doesn’t affect character class

 Magic resist: 
Decreases damage received from magic 
attacks

 Hit chance:  
Increases the chances of landing a hit on a 
target

 Dodge chance:  
Increases the likelihood of evading an 
incoming attack

 Critical chance:  
Increases the likelihood of scoring critical hits

 Critical damage:  
Increases the damage dealt by critical hits

 Healing bonus: 
Increases healing potency like Wisdom but 
doesn’t affect character class

 Buff bonus:  
Like Wisdom, improves the effects of support 
spells, but doesn’t affect character class

 HP bonus:  
Increases hit points like Stamina but doesn’t 
affect character class

 Weapon damage:  
Increases the damage dealt with a specific 
weapon type

 Weapon resist: 
Decreases the damage received from a 
specific weapon type

 Elemental damage: 
Increases the damage dealt with a specific 
element

 Elemental resist: 
Decreases the damage received from a 
specific element

 Vampirism: 
Partially heals the player whenever they land a 
hit on an enemy

 Heal-over-time bonus: 
Quickens gradual hit point regeneration

 Damage reflection: 
Returns a portion of the damage received 
from attacks to the attacker

 Secondary Attributes 

Equipment in Skylandia can also have a wide range of secondary 
attributes, allowing for even more distinct playstyles, PvP metas and 

counter-metas, easier farming of a specific type of monster at the 
expense of some efficiency in other areas of the game, and many 

other advantages. Some of these attributes include:
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Elements are found everywhere in Skylandia, from the islands’ different 
biomes to the monsters and even the items. Elements influence the type of 
attack, the defense or the power of items depending on where they’re used, 

and the synergies between them and other equipped items. 

There are 7 main elements in Skylandia, as illustrated in the diagram below.

The Fire element, for example, is 
found mostly in desert and volcanic 

biomes. It synergises well with 
Lightning and Earth, is strong 

against Ice and weak to water, and 
tolerates Nature and Wind.

The Earth element can be found in 
mountains and rocky plain biomes. It 
synergises well with Fire and Nature, 

is strong against Wind and weak 
to Ice, and tolerates Lightning and 

Water.

 Elements 
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A character’s class in Skylandia is determined by their 
primary attributes, which give access to spells and skills that 
can be used in and outside of combat against monsters and 

other players. These abilities are cooldown-based and vary in 
utility and power.

 Warrior 

Warriors have high Strength and specialize in melee combat. They can 
use two-handed weapons or dual-wield single-handed weapons to 

inflict heavy damage in melee. Their skills allow them to stun enemies 
momentarily, cast damage buffs on themselves and allies, and debuff 

enemies to reduce their damage. 

 Archer 

Archers have high Accuracy and specialize in ranged weapons such as 
bows and crossbows. They can slow their enemies’ movements with their 

skills to put more distance between them.

 Thief 

Thieves have high Dexterity and specialize in lighter weapons such as 
daggers, which allow them to inflict critical hits more easily. Using their 

skills, they can increase their attack and movement speeds or disarm 
their enemies.

 Classes 
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 Mage 

Mages have high Intelligence and specialize in damaging spells. In 
combat, they use magic wands and staffs to deal elemental damage to 
their enemies. They can also use high-damage area-of-effect spells, 

which suffer from long cooldowns.

 Priest 

Priests have high Wisdom and specialize in healing and support spells, as 
well as buffs and auras that boost their own and their allies’ attributes. 

Likes Mages, they use magic wands and staffs in combat.

 Defender 

Defensors have high Stamina and specialize in mitigating damage dealt 
to them. They use taunting and debuffing skills, and usually equip a one-

handed weapon and shield in combat.



Taking Names

Cooldown: 20 min
Deals 9% of enemies’ max HP in a 20m radius

For every enemy struck that is below 50% health, the Warrior recovers 
hit points equal to half of the damage dealt, 
For every enemy struck that is above 50% health, the Warrior loses hit 
points equal to the damage dealt

Steel Tornado

Requirements:  Two-handed weapon
Range: 2m
Cooldown: 30s

Using a two-handed weapon, the Warrior attacks all enemies in a 
circle in front of them, dealing +50% weapon damage and staggering 
them

With Risk and Glory

Target: Self
Duration: 1 min
Cooldown: 5 min

The first hit on a target makes the Warrior’s next skill crit and silence 
the target for 5s
Mobility-reducing skills and spells have a 50% chance of fizzling 
against the Warrior
The warrior takes 25% more damage

A character has 50 Strength and 25 or less in every other pri-
mary attribute. They become a Warrior and gain access to 

Warrior spells and skills, such as:

Example
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A Warrior with 300 or more Strength becomes a Barbarian and gets 
access to new spells and skills, such as:

Blind Rage

Requirements: 50% hit points or less
Target: Self
Range: 2m
Duration:  1 min
Cooldown: 5 min

+30% damage (30s only)
+20% resistance (30s only)
 
The Barbarian deals 10% of max hit points  
as damage to allies in a 2m radius every 10 seconds

Once they have exceeded certain attribute thresholds, cha-
racters unlock heroic classes that give them access to 

powerful and unique abilities. A Warrior with high enough 
Strength will become a Barbarian for instance, keeping 
their current skills and abilities but also acquiring new, 

more damaging ones.

Example

 Heroic Classes 
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If a player decides to focus on 2 or 3 attributes rather than 1, 
they will unlock a hybrid class and get access to the abilities 

of the corresponding classes. 

 Hybrid Classes 

The drawback is that they won’t have access to all of the abi-
lities of any given class and will suffer from lower attributes 
than if they had specialized in just one. Hybrid characters 

can unlock heroic hybrid classes eventually and gain access 
to their unique spells, skills, and abilities.
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A character with 75 Accuracy and 75 Wisdom becomes an Inquisitor. They get 
access to some Archer skills like Accurate Shot to deal damage and Disengage to 

leap back, and also some priest spells like the Ranged Damage Resistance buff and 
Lesser Heal (see below). These abilities allow them to protect themselves while 

dealing damage from a distance.

On the other hand, the Inquisitor loses out on advanced skills like Rain of Arrows 
to inflict area damage or Greater Heal to significantly heal themselves (see below). 

They also deal less damage than a pure Archer because they had to give up 
some Accuracy on their equipment to get enough Wisdom for their hybrid class. 

Similarly, their healing is less effective than that of a pure Priest’s.

Accurate Shot

Requirements: Bow or crossbow
Range: 30m

Cooldown: 30s

The Archer shoots their target for 200% 
weapon damage

Ranged Damage Resistance

Target: Self or ally
Rang:  20m range
Duration: 1 min
Cooldown: 5 min

The Priest buffs themselves or an ally 
with +20% ranged resistance

Lesser Heal

Target: Self or ally
Range: 20m range
Cooldown: 1 min 

The Priest heals themselves or an ally for 
20% of maximum hit points

Disengage

Range: 10m
Duration: 10s

Cooldown: 1 min

The Archer leaps back 7m, slowing their 
target by 10% but incurring a −10% 

resistance penalty

Rain of Arrows

Range: 30m
Cooldown: 1 min

The Archer deals 50% weapon damage 
every second for 5s in a 3m radius around 

the target

Greater Heal

Target: Self or ally
Range: 20m
Cooldown: 5 min

The Priest heals themselves or an ally for 
60% of maximum hit points

Example
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A character with 150 Strength and 150 Accuracy becomes a Heroic Skirmisher. 
They acquire a skill, among many others, that allows them to throw their one-
handed weapons at a target and thus inflict heavy damage from a distance with 

melee weapons.

Weapon Throw

Requirements: One-handed weapon
Range: 20m

Cooldown: 20s

The Heroic Skirmisher throws their 
weapon at an enemy, dealing 100% 
weapon damage and causing them 
to bleed for 10% of weapon damage 

every second for 5s

Example



Unlike other 
MMORPGs, 

Skylandia 
doesn’t require 
players to take 

up jobs to be 
able to harvest 

different 
resources or 
craft certain 

items. Instead, 
characters 

can gather any 
resource for 

which they have 
the right tools, 

and craft any 
item as long as 

they have the 
components.

  Jobs   
There are 3 types 
of resources that 
characters can 
harvest/forage 
in Skylandia: 
wood, plants, and 
minerals. These 
spawn randomly 
on the floating 
islands, and each 
category includes 
some basic 
iterations that 
can be gathered 
by newly-created 
characters using 
freely available 
tools. Some rare 
resources only 
appear in specific 
biomes or islands 
and require 
better tools to 
collect.
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 The World   
of Skylandia

The Floating Islands

Skylandia comprises many floating islands, each of which has a 
neutral village where players can rest, store their items, buy and 

sell items and resources, hire mercenaries, and socialise with other 
players. Most NPCs and quest-giving NPCs are found in these 

villages. 

When a new character arrives on Skylandia’s first island, they can’t 
immediately travel to the other islands until they complete a series 

of quests. Once unlocked, players can travel from island to island via 
the neutral villages.

Biomes

Each island contains several biomes, such as plains, beaches, 
mountains and forests, which determine the types of 

monsters and resources found in that area. Each biome is 
linked to an element, affecting a large number of variables 

such as:

 the strengths and weaknesses of the monsters
 the resources and items that can drop there

 the bonuses and maluses applied to equipment, 
tools, and mounts
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Forts 

Each island has a fort that can be conquered and controlled 
by a guild (see the Guild and PvP sections). These forts can 
be upgraded to give certain advantages to the members of 
the guilds that govern them, such as the ability to teleport 

instantaneously to the fort from any neutral village and vice 
versa.

Mounts

In order to travel faster within an island, players can use 
mounts that increase their movement speed. A basic mount 

can be obtained by all characters after completing a series of 
quests. Better mounts can be obtained by defeating monsters 
and bosses, the very best of which allow players to fast-travel 
from island to island without having to reach a neutral village 

or fort first. Players can equip saddles that give bonuses to 
their mount and activate synergies with their fort or in certain 

biomes.
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Mounts

Many monsters inhabit Skylandia. Some 
are rather weak while others are too 

powerful for a single character, requiring 
players to band together for a fighting 

chance. Each monster is associated with 
a biome and can usually be found on 

several islands where that biome occurs, 
although some monsters only appear on 
specific islands. Each biome has 3 types 

of common monsters, 3 types of stronger, 
uncommon monsters, and 1 type of rare 

and powerful monster with a random 
but lower respawn rate. In order to 

prevent players from competing for each 
kill, respawn rates will change with the 

number of characters in the biome.

A monster’s attack types, attack elements, 
and elemental resistances depend on 
the biome in which it’s found and its 

elemental affinity. It is therefore possible 
to optimize a character’s offensive and 

defensive equipment to fight certain 
types of monsters more efficiently and 

gather resources faster or gather higher-
quality resources in more difficult zones.
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When defeated, monsters have a predetermined chance of dropping one or more 
resources that can be used for crafting or upgrading equipment. These drops are 
specific to each monster type, and take the form of:

  a common resource used for crafting equipment
  a rare resource used for crafting equipment
  a very rare resource for upgrading equipment with attributes derived from the 

monster 
  an ultra-rare item that most players won’t ever encounter, and that can be 

used either directly as a powerful piece of equipment (relative to the monster that 
dropped it) with a distinct appearance, or to craft extremely powerful and hard to 
obtain items

Some rare monsters can also become player mounts when defeated. These are faster 
than basic mounts but finite in number, meaning that once a certain number of them 
have been obtained, the particular monster that spawned them won’t ever become a 
mount again. 

In advanced zones, some rare monsters can become war beasts when defeated, usable 
in guild-vs-guild PvP battles (see the Guild and PvP sections).



Bosses

Bosses, exceedingly powerful monsters that take the 
combined effort of many players to defeat, appear 
in Skylandia during timed events. They can spawn 

randomly at any of the predetermined spots on specific 
islands or in an instanced arena. Once the event is 

over, these bosses will never reappear, making their 
resources particularly rare and important.

Just like other monsters, bosses have various attack 
types and elemental resistances. Optimizing equipment 

is key to defeating the hardest of bosses.
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Arena bosses

Arena bosses can be fought by a team of 8 characters and 
have 3 difficulty levels in order to accommodate more 

players. These bosses will set off a race between players: 
one of their resources only drops a limited number 

of times, and only the first to kill it is sure to get that 
resource.

Players can only kill an arena boss once at each difficulty, 
preventing them from transferring their equipment to a 

secondary account to attempt the feat again.
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 Open world bosses 

Open world bosses can also be fought by a team of 8 characters, 
but appear randomly in predetermined spots on specific islands 
and only have one difficulty level. When a team of players attack 

one of these bosses, it is assigned exclusively to them and becomes 
immune to attacks from other players. Once again, killing an open 

world boss first or early nets some rare and limited-quantity 
drops.

Like arena bosses, these can also only be killed once per player and 
their equipment. PvP might be disabled on the entire island for the 

duration of some open world boss events.

When any boss is defeated, it can drop one or more resources 
specific to it. These take the form of:

A common resource needed to craft the boss’s armor set 
A rare resource needed to craft the boss’s armor set

A very rare resource giving access to an exclusive equipment 
upgrade

A limited-quantity resource or other item. The drop rate for these 
items decreases with each drop, starting at 100% for the first kill. 

For arena bosses, these only drop at the highest difficulty.
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Island nemeses

Some particularly powerful bosses 
will take more than 8 players to 

bring down—all of Skylandia will 
have to unite to defeat them. During 

these fights, all the players in the 
area that have inflicted damage 

on the nemesis will improve their 
chances of obtaining one or more 
of its drops when it dies, similar to 
a lottery draw. These drops might 

also be limited-quantity items, and 
sometimes even unique.

PvP is disabled during these events 
to allow all the players who can 
access the island to participate.
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Skylandia has three types of 
resources that can be harvested/

foraged: wood, plants, and minerals. 
They appear randomly within 

biomes and are gathered with the 
appropriate tools, with some tools 
offering a bonus in terms of yield.

There are basic, widely-available 
versions of each category of 

resources that players can start 
collecting right after beginning the 

game with freely available tools. 
They’re used to craft basic items, 

consumables such as potions 
and arrows, and, in large enough 

quantities, guild items and fort 
upgrades. They can also be sold 

directly to NPCs in neutral villages in 
exchange for redSky tokens (see the 

Commerce section).

Players can also find rarer resources 
that require more advanced 

tools to harvest. These are tied to 
specific biomes and islands and 

used to craft higher quality items. 
They are sometimes protected by 
strong monsters that are difficult 

to overcome without a team. When 
these resources are harvested, 

players can obtain:

 Ressources  

 a quantity of the resource dependent on the tool used to collect it, 
which is used to craft equipment 

 a rare resource for crafting equipment  

 a very rare resource for upgrading equipment with bonuses derived 
from the resource 

 an ultra-rare item that most players won’t ever encounter, and that 
can be used either directly as a powerful piece of equipment with a 

distinct appearance, or to craft extremely powerful and hard to obtain 
items
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Private Islands

In addition to the 
main Skylandia islands, 

there are minor islands of 
varying size. These islands, 
of which there are a limited 

number, can be owned by guilds or 
individual players. They host several 

predefined biomes depending 
on their size, but contain no 

monsters or harvestable 
resources at their base 

state. The 
owners of these 

islands can upgrade them 
by investing resources in them. 
The upgrades take a significant 
amount of real time to complete 

and raise the island’s level, increasing 
the yield from its farms (see the next 
section) and the potential quality of 

monsters and resources that can 
appear on the island if it’s properly 

tended to. An island’s maximum 
level is determined by its 

size. 
To access a 

private island, other 
players have to pay a 

transportation fee set by its 
owner, who also gets the biggest 

share of this revenue. Islands 
can be sold to players or guilds 

on a certain marketplace in 
exchange for blueSky tokens 

(see the Commerce 
section).
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Farms 

Different types of farms can be built to provide their owner with a passive 
income of basic resources. The number of farms any island can host is 
determined by its size, with larger islands able to accommodate more 

farms. Farm yield improves with farm and island levels. Building a farm 
costs basic resources and takes time. 

Biomes 

Private islands have a number of predetermined biomes based on their 
size. At first, they are completely barren, but players can populate them 

with resources and monsters normally found in other biomes of the same 
type. Players or guilds who cultivate their island to a high level can even 

introduce rare resources and monsters to them. They can then choose to 
impose a publicly visible tax on visiting players who wish to harvest those 

resources or hunt those monsters.

Example

A player owns a medium-sized island with 3 biomes: 
desert, rocky plain, and forest. They can populate 

the desert with one common monster type and one 
rare monster type found in any other desert biome. 

They can also introduce 2 types of harvestable desert 
biome resources. The same goes for the rocky plain 

and forest.
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Crafting workbenches 

Players can buy or build crafting workbenches for their private 
islands. The workbenches slightly increase the success rate of higher-
level crafts or upgrades for specific categories or elemental affinities 

of items (see the Items and Crafting section). They can be used for free 
by any player allowed access to the island.

 Events 

Owners of high-level islands can host PvE, PvP, and social events in 
order to attract other players there.
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One of Skylandia’s main appeals is its economy, 
which hinges on the fact that all equipment, 

resources, consumables, mounts, lands and even 
some player skills in the game are NFTs and can 

be bought and sold on various marketplaces. 
The next sections describe the different kinds of 

marketplaces found in Skylandia.

Commerce
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The Great Market 

The main avenue of commerce on Skylandia is the Great Market. 
Here players can list the items they want to sell and set their prices in 
blueSky tokens, or search for the items they wish to buy using filters. 
When an item is purchased, it is transferred directly to the buyer and 
a fee is applied on the transaction. A portion of all marketplace fees is 

used to fund in-game rewards, most notably the PvP ladder prizes.

Commodities vendors

Some merchant NPCs buy and sell basic resources and consumables 
(e.g. potions, arrows, whetstones, etc.) in exchange for redSky tokens. 

However, they can only sell items that have been previously sold to 
them by a player—they aren’t a source of items themselves. These 

NPCs serve to regulate the prices of basic items based on supply and 
demand. 

Selling resources to commodities vendors is a good way for players to 
start earnings tokens. For veterans, it is likely a better use of their time 
to buy these resources to repair their weapons, replenish their arrows, 

or rebuild a fort after an enemy attack than to harvest the resources 
themselves.
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Equipment loans

Players can lease out their equipment or rent other players’ equipment 
in exchange for blueSky tokens for a predetermined amount of time 
on the lending marketplace. This gives veteran players a way to earn 
an income from their unused NFTs without selling them, and allows 
other players to trial different classes and playstyles without paying 
for a full set of new equipment, or just improve their PvP ranking or 

PvE performance.
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Island exchange

Island owners can sell their islands as-is to other players or 
guilds. Owning an island gives significant advantages, such as 
easier access to certain monsters and crafting workbenches, 
and a guild might pool their resources to buy a sizable island 

from an investor. When a guild sells an island, the earnings (in 
blueSky tokens) are distributed among its members according 
to the on-chain smart contract issued by the guild’s DAO (see 

the Guild section).

Personal shops

Players who want to sell items directly without going through 
a marketplace can open a personal shop without having to go 
back to a neutral village. In order to do this, they set prices for 
the items they wish to sell and then enter personal shop mode, 

i.e. P2P marketplace mode. This disconnects the player from 
the game and changes their character’s appearance to that of 

a merchant’s, indicating that they are open for business. When 
an item is sold in this way, the transaction fee is smaller. A 

character in personal shop mode can’t be attacked in PvP while 
the player is disconnected.
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 Guilds  
In Skylandia, 

playing solo reaches its 
limits soon after the first few 
islands. Monsters become too 

powerful for individual players, 
forcing them to group up to tackle new 

challenges. Moreover, individual players 
make easy PvP targets. Even after they 

have banded into teams of 8, the 
maximum size for a fighting group, 

they can create and join guilds 
to unlock more activities 

and benefits. All 
players can 

create guilds with a 
moderate investment of 

blueSky tokens. The number 
of players in a given guild 
is limited. Members of the 

same guild can’t attack 
one another in PvP 
outside of arenas.
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Governance
 

Guilds are 
managed according 

to the founding contract 
set out by the guild leader. 

Some guilds are democratic 
structures, with equal voting 

rights for members, while 
others centralize power in 

their leader and their 
inner circle.

Just like 
individual players, 

guilds can trade 
equipment, resources 

and even islands on the 
marketplace. They can assign 

certain guild members the 
ability to buy and sell basic 

commodities on the 
guild’s behalf.

Guilds 
have a vault in 

which they can store their 
blueSky and redSky tokens, 
resources, equipment and 

other items obtained from guild 
activities. Vaults will also store 
revenues from guild collectors 
and guild-issued taxes, as well 

as resources and income 
from the guild’s 

islands. 

In order to 
attract skilled and 

powerful players, guilds 
can offer salaries to their 

members. Conversely, guilds 
can impose taxes on their 
members in exchange for 

protection or to be allowed 
to participate in guild 

activities. 

During guild 
activities, smart 

contracts determine how 
boss drops, monsters drops 
and collected resources are 

distributed among guild members 
and the guild vault. Since contracts 

and transactions are on-chain, 
guild leaders and insiders won’t 
be able to abuse their positions 

to embezzle guild funds or 
commit other kinds of 

fraud.
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Forts in Skylandia are a central part 
of a guild’s activities. Each island 
has a fort that can be conquered 

and occupied by a guild, which can 
then equip a castle NFT to boost 
the fort’s defenses and give guild 
members various bonuses as long 

as they are on the island.

If a guild wants to occupy another 
guild’s fort, they must attack it and 
oust their opponents. The attacking 

guild creates a group of 8 players 
and a war beast to assault the fort, 
adding siege weapons if necessary 

(both war beasts and siege weapons 
are NFTs). The war beast grants the 

attackers bonuses and synergies 
to counter the bonuses bestowed 
on the defenders by the fort itself. 
Defending guilds will have some 

time to assign a group of 8 players 
as well counter-siege items such as 
burning oil and traps to repel the 
invaders. Sieges are fought in an 

instanced zone and last until the 
fort or the war beast is vanquished.

If the attacking guild wins the fight, 
it becomes the new owner of the 
fort. The siege weapons and war 
beast used are returned to the 

vault but must be healed/repaired 
before they can be deployed again. 
The defending guild’s castle NFT 

and counter-siege items are 
also transferred to the vault and 
similarly require maintenance.

If the defending guild wins the 
fights, it keeps the fort. Their 

castle as well as the attackers’ war 
beast and siege weapons will need 

healing/repairing in that case.

If the fort isn’t yet ruled by a guild, 
the fight proceeds in the same way 
but the fort is defended by strong 

AI-controlled monsters.
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Collectors
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A guild can choose to assign a 
collector to an island’s biome by 
paying blueSky tokens. This NPC 
can impose taxes on drops and 

resources harvested in the biome. 
Items obtained in this way remain 
with it until a member of the guild 

takes them off the collector and 
deposits them in the guild vault. 

All players in the vicinity can see 
the resources and items held by the 
collector at any time and can attack 

it with a group of up to 8 players. 
When a collector is attacked, friendly 
guild members that are online have a 

certain amount of time to prepare and 
organize themselves into a group of 

up to 8 players to defend the collector. 
Once the time has elapsed, the fight 
takes place in an instanced arena. If 

the attackers win the fight, they share 
the items and resources that were on 
the collector at the time of the attack. 

The collector is killed and removed 
from the biome in that case.



 

Private Islands
 

A guild can decide 
to buy a private island with 

blueSky tokens from the guild 
vault. This provides guilds with many 
benefits, such as basic resources for 

their members’ consumables and fort 
maintenance, the ability to collect rare 

resources more easily, and the ability to host 
guild-sponsored events to which non-guild 

members can be invited.

If a guild decides to resell their island, 
the tokens obtained are distributed 

among its members as defined 
in the guild contract
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The world of Skylandia is filled with items, all of which 
are actually NFTs that players can trade, buy, and sell. 
Since there are no character levels in the game, all of 
the customization comes from the player’s choices in 

equipment. The synergy system between elements and 
between certain items adds another layer of complexity 
to these choices. The same item will vary in potency on 

different islands and biomes, and depending on the other 
items that are equipped alongside it.

Items are categorized into 6 qualities according to 
their rarity and power: common, uncommon, rare, 

exceptional, epic, and legendary. When combined with 
the many attributes present in the game, they allow for 

deep character optimization and a vibrant PvP metagame. 
If many players seem to favor fire damage weapons, 

for example, fire-resistant armor might become more 
valuable.

Most significantly, the primary attributes conferred by 
items determine a character’s class.

 Items   
and Crafting
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 Cosmetic Items 
Some items do not increase character stats, but are still visible on 
the character model. They mostly originate from sales outside the 

game, but once in-game can be bought and sold on the marketplace.

There are 6 equipment slots for cosmetic items: 

Wings: these are the wings on a character’s back 
 

Companion: a companion who follows the player on 
their adventures 

Aura: A halo of light around the character 

Footprints: The footprints a character leaves as they 
travel the world 

Mount: A different appearance for the character’s 
mount 

Halo: A halo of light above the character’s head
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 Equipment 

Equipment is one of the most important aspects of gameplay in 
Skylandia since it defines a character’s class and style of play. Most 
equipment is craftable with the resources found in the game, but 
some is dropped by monsters at a very low rate when defeated.

All equippable items grant character attributes, but some rare ones 
also allow the player to modify their attacks, spells or skills.

The more common tiers of equipment share the same in-game 
appearance as other items of the same category, while rarer ones 

can have a unique skin.

 

Characters have 10 equipment slots:

 2 weapons slots, in which players 
can equip two single-handed weapons, 
a weapon and shield, or a two-handed 
weapon

 Body armor
 Helmet
 Pants
 Boots
 Gloves
 Ring
 Amulet
 Earring
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 Weapons and Damage Types 

Weapons determine how a character performs basic attacks. Some classes 
are more comfortable with certain weapons as their abilities are geared 

towards their use. 

Different categories of weapons inflict different types of physical damage. 
Most of them deal only that kind of damage when crafted, but upon buffing 
or enchanting also inflict elemental damage. Some rarer weapons are even 

inherently bound to certain elements. 

It is therefore possible to compound damage types on a single weapon, 
e.g. a fire-enchanted dagger deals Fire/Pierce damage and benefits from 

bonuses to both damage types, but is also resisted by both resistance 
types. Aside from the weapons themselves, armor and jewelry can also 
provide damage bonuses or improve the player’s damage resistance. 
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There are many types of weapons in Skylandia:

 Slashing weapons such as swords, hatchets and various 
thrown weapons

 Piercing weapons like spears, rapiers, daggers, and bows 
and arrows

 Striking weapons like axes, greatswords, and crossbows

 Crushing weapons such as clubs, hammers, quarterstaffs, 
and even fists

 Weapons that deal explosive magic damage, such as staffs

 Weapons that deal penetrating magic damage, like wands



Tools allow players to harvest the resources found on Skylandia’s 
islands. The rarer the tool, the more it is able to harvest scarce 

resources. Some tools improve the yield of certain resources, as well 
the chance to find rare drops while gathering them.

There are 3 types of tools, each associated with a type of resource:

 Logging axes for chopping the various kinds of Skylandian wood 

 Pickaxes for mining stones and ores 

 Sickles for gathering herbs and plants
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Ruins of mysterious, ancient monuments dot the various islands of 
Skylandia. It is these monuments that make the world of Skylandia 

so special and instill sentience in weapons and armor. However, 
inanimate objects, even if they are sentient, can only truly express 

themselves through these magical monuments.

Players can obtain fragments of these ancient monuments, called 
mini ancient monuments (MAM), that float alongside the character 

and through which their equipments’ thoughts may be felt. In 
gameplay terms, MAMs grant acces to additional spells depending 

on the elements of the equipped items and the MAM itself. By 
casting these spells, the player can combine elements to produce 

powerful results (see the Synergies section). All MAM spells share a 
common cooldown period.

Players get their first MAM after completing a series of quests, but 
can craft more powerful ones with different spells later in the game.

 Mini Ancient Monuments 
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Mounts and Saddles 

Mounts allow players to move faster through Skylandia, cutting shorter long 
journeys and minimizing the risk of getting attacked in PvP by other users. A 
basic mount is obtainable by most players after completing a series of quests, 
but some rare monsters also have a chance, albeit very low, of becoming tame 

mounts upon defeat.

Mounts can be equipped with saddles, which give various quality-of-life bonuses 
such as faster movement speed, or small boosts to luck or damage resistance 

even when not mounted. Like most other equipment, saddles can vary in 
potency depending on the biome in which the player finds themselves, even 

imposing penalties in certain ones. Some mounts have an affinity for saddles of 
a particular element, which can enhance or diminish their bonuses.

Craftable Spells 

In addition to the spells granted by a character’s class, some very rare spells can 
be obtained through crafting, offering new play styles to the character. These 

spells can also be bought and sold on the marketplace.
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 Guild Items 

In Skylandia, player guilds are a major part of the community and gameplay, and have 
their own items just as individual players do. Most guild items require complex crafting 
and the collaboration of many players. They are mainly used in guild-against-guild PvP, 

but some confer significant benefits to guild members. Like every other item in the 
game, they can be bought and soldto other guilds in the marketplace. The various types 

of guild items are described below.

Crafting workbenches 

These grant their users a bonus to the success rate of crafting items of certain tiers or 
elements, as well as the upgrading with certain elements. Workbenches can be placed 

in forts or on private islands belonging to the guild.

Castles  

These are used to improve forts once conquered. They give bonuses to all guild 
members on the same island and are very important for fending off other guild attacks. 

Higher-quality castles give better bonuses and are more resilient in PvP.
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 War beasts   

These are employed when attacking enemy forts, giving bonuses to the attackers and 
inflicting heavy damage on the fort’s defenses. War beasts are obtained by defeating 
rare monsters in advanced areas, which have a very small chance of becoming tame 

and joining the guild. They can be equipped with dedicated, craftable items that 
improve their hit points and damage during an attack and determine what types of 

bonuses they give to guild members.

 Siege weapons   

These can be used to attack or defend a fort. They allow players to inflict damage and 
penalties on opposing players, war beasts, and the forts themselves. Higher-quality 

siege weapons deal more damage and inflict heavier penalties.

Castles, war beasts, and siege weapons must be repaired/healed with basic resources 
after each fort attack.
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 Consumables   

Consumables are single-use items. Some provide essential benefits 
while others offer optional bonuses of varying degrees. They are never 

affiliated with an element and cannot be upgraded.

Consumables are divided into two types: basic consumables and buff 
potions.

 Basic consumables   

Basic consumables are the glue of Skylandia’s economy. They require 
basic resources to craft and can be bought and sold for redSky tokens 

from the commodities vendors in neutral villages.

There are several types of basic consumables:

 Health potions allow players to regain a 
portion  

of their lost hit points in or out of combat 

 Arrows are necessary to use bows and 
crossbows 

 Whestones are used by characters equipped  
with melee weapons 

 Magical oils are used by characters equipped 
 with magic weapons

 Buff potions   

These potions are crafted from rarer resources than basic 
consumables and can be bought and sold in the marketplace from 

other players using blueSky tokens. They give temporary bonuses to 
secondary attributes, such as improved damage or resistance. Buff 
potions are crucial for guild PvP fights, arenas, and event bosses, as 

they greatly increase player power.
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 Sets  

Some rare items that can be crafted or looted from monsters form a 
set. When a player equips more than one item of a set, their character 

gets bonus stats or new spell modifications. The last item in a set 
can’t be crafted or found in the world, but appears automatically 

in the character’s inventory once they’ve equipped all the other set 
items, provided that those same items hadn’t been used previously 

to generate the final one. The player can then equip this item or sell 
it in the marketplace. Aside from their gameplay bonuses, sets have a 

unique in-game appearance.

 Rolls  

Two items of the same type and the same name won’t necessarily 
offer the exact same bonuses. When an item is crafted or looted, 

the nature of its attributes and bonuses is fixed, but their values are 
randomized within a range. The same goes for bonuses conferred by 

item upgrades. The closer a specific item’s numerical values are to the 
perfect form of that item, the more valuable it is.
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 Crafting  

The vast majority of items in Skylandia are craftable. The player must 
gather the necessary resources then find a workbench in a neutral village, 

guild fort, or island to attempt to craft an item. Items of greater quality 
and rarity require rarer resources. A list of all the different crafting 

recipes can be viewed at any time in the game.

Most items, with the exception of consumables, are organized into 
tiers. The higher the tier, the more powerful the item. For example, a 
tier 5 weapon gives higher stats and deals more damage than its tier 1 

equivalent.

To craft an item, the player must collect:

 a certain amount of basic resources

 non-basic resources of corresponding rarity

 resources from monsters of difficulty corresponding to the tier
recycled item parts from a corresponding lower tier item. For example, 

to craft a tier 4 bow, players can recycle any tier 3 bows in order to obtain 
the required number of tier 3 bow parts

 Chance of success  

Crafting does not succeed every time. The higher the tier of the crafted 
item, the lower the chances of success. If the process fails, the item is 
not created and the components are lost. The first few tiers of items, 

however, have a very low rate of crafting failure. Different workbenches 
improve the likelihood of successful crafting for different tiers and 

categories of items.
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Tears of the Moon
T I E R  4  R A R E  B O W

Requirements 100 Accuracy

Base damage 80-100 Neutral/Pierce
Range 25m

+ 15-30 Accuracy
+ 200-400 hit points

+ 10-20% ranged damage

Tears of the Moon is a tier 4 craftable bow with a focus on bonus HP. 

Example

 50 linen (basic 
resource)

 200 wood (basic 
resource)

 50 ebony (tier 4 
harvested resource)

 2 telluric mineral (tier 

 4 ore found rarely while 
harvesting silver veins)

 50 moonlight wolf 
claws (a common drop 

from moonlight wolves, 
which are common tier 4 
monsters on one of the Su 
Islands)

 1 waterfall beast 
heart (a rare drop from 
waterfall beasts, which 
are uncommon tier 4 
monsters on Suspensia 
Island)

 25 tier 3 bow parts 
(obtained by recycling 
tier 3 bows, each of which 
gives an average of 10 
parts)

To craft it, you need:

Crafting has an 80% chance of success using a basic 
 workbench in a neutral village
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Example

 1000 linen (basic resource)

 250 wood (basic resource)

 200 frozen kingflower (tier 6 
harvested resource)

 4 edelweiss pollen (resource 
found rarely while harvesting 
edelweiss, a tier 6 plant)

 200 cavern yeti fur (a common 
drop from cavern yetis, uncommon 
tier 6 monsters in ??? Island’s Ice 
biome)

 3 frost cyclops eyes (a rare drop 
from frost cyclopes, rare tier 6 
monster on ??? Island)

 1 Ice Dragon core (an ultra-rare 
drop from the Ice Dragon arena 
boss, obtainable only a limited 
number of times by defeating it on 
the hardest difficulty during the 
event)

 50 tier 5 robe parts (obtained by 
recycling tier 5 robes, each of which 
gives an average of 10 parts)

To craft it, you need:
Ice Dragon Robe
T I E R  6  L E G E N D A R Y  R O B E

Affinity Ice (locked)

+ 50-70 Intelligence
+ 500-1000 hit points
+ 10-15% Earth resistance
+ 10-15% Ice resistance
− 5-10% Fire resistance

Spell modification: Ice Spike now 
slows the target for 2s

The Ice Dragon Robe is a very 
powerful craftable item that requires 
a special drop from the Ice Dragon, a 
limited, event-only arena boss. It has 
a unique skin while equipped on the 
character in-game. 

Crafting has an 70% chance of 
success using a basic workbench in a 
neutral village



 Items Upgrades  

In Skylandia, most items can be bound to one of the 7 elements. 
Some items are bound automatically to a predetermined element 
when crafted or looted, while others require upgrading to acquire 

one. The advantage of the latter is that players can choose the 
element they’d like to bind to the item.

The same upgrading process also allows for enchantments on 
items, that is, additional attributes or skill/spell modifications. 
The nature of these enchantments depends on the element and 

the item itself. An item that already has an element can acquire an 
enchantment from the same element. It is also possible to change 

the enchantment of an item, replacing the old one. The power of an 
enchantment is proportional to the tier of the enchanted item. The 
ingredients required for these enchantments are obtained rarely 

from monsters and harvested resources.

Again, upgrades have a chance of failing depending on the tier of 
the item and the type of enchantment, in which case both the item 

and ingredients are destroyed. Some workbenches increase the 
chances of successfully applying enchantments from a particular 

element.
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The player has crafted a Tears of the Moon tier 4 bow, which deals neutral/
pierce damage. They choose to bind their bow to the Wind element, which 
will modify its damage to Wind/Pierce and allow them to select one of the 

enchantments associated with that element. They have just obtained a wind 
golem crystal, which is needed for an enchantment that boosts hit points and 

occasionally causes a special on-hit effect.

Example

Wind Golem enchantment

Binds an item to the Wind element

On bows: 

+ 40-60 × [1 + (tier / 3)] hit points 
+ 10-20% Wind damage
2% chance to shoot two arrows 
at a time; the second deals 5x 
damage and staggers

To apply this enchantment to your 
bow, you need:

 25 Wind-infused ebony (normal 
ebony infused for 4 days with the 
Wind element) 

 1 Wind-infused telluric mineral 
(normal telluric mineral infused for 4 
days with the Wind element) 

 1 wind golem crystal (a rare drop 
from wind golems, tier 5 monsters 
found in windy canyon biomes)

Upgrading has an 80% chance of 
success using a basic workbench in a 
neutral village

Once upgraded, the bow looks like this:

Tears of the Moon
T I E R  4  R A R E  B O W

Affinity Wind
Requirements 100 Accuracy

Base damage 80-100 Wind/Pierce
Range  25m

+ 15-30 Accuracy
+ 200-400 hit points
+ 10-20% ranged damage

+ 93-140 hit points
+ 10-20% Wind damage 

2% chance to shoot two arrows at a time; 
the second deals 5x damage and staggers
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Example

Once upgraded, the robe looks like this:

Ice Dragon Robe 
T I E R  6  L E G E N D A R Y  R O B E

Affinity Ice (locked)

+ 50-70 Intelligence
+ 500-1000 hit points
+ 10-15% Earth resistance
+ 10-15% Ice resistance
− 5-10% Fire resistance

Spell modification: Ice Spike now slows 
the target for 2s

+ 7-10% Ice damage
+ 2-3% critical hit chance

If hit points fall below 50%, create an 
Ice shield that absorbs 20% of max hit 
points and slows melee opponents when 
they strike you. Last 5s with a 5 min 
cooldown)

Since the Ice Dragon Robe is locked to the Ice element, it 
can’t be bound to a different one. However, it can still be 

upgraded with any Ice enchantment.

Tundra’s Bane enchantment

Binds an item to the Ice element

On body armor:

+ 7-10% Ice damage
+ 2-3% critical hit chance
If hit points fall below 50%, create 
an Ice shield that absorbs 20% of 
max hit points and slows melee 
opponents when they strike you. 
Last 5s with a 5 min cooldown)

To apply this enchantment to your 
body armor, you need:

 100 frozen kingflower (tier 6 
harvested resource)

 2 edelweiss pollen (resource found 
rarely while harvesting edelweiss, a 
tier 6 plant)

 1 tundra’s bane crystal (a rare drop 
from tundra’s banes, tier 5 monsters 
found in icy tundra biomes)



 Synergies  

The vast majority of items in Skylandia have a 
consciousness of their own, and some of them enjoy 
being equipped with certain others. Likewise, some 

items will feel uncomfortable when equipped alongside 
others that they don’t get along with. Most of these 
preferences are based on the elements of the items, 

but in some cases even two items of the same element 
will not coexist happily. Items also feel much better in 
a biome that matches their element than in one that 

opposes it.

These synergies manifest as bonuses or penalties to 
attributes, new attributes, or skill/spell modifications, 
depending on the item. They come in many varieties 
and offer players many options for optimizing their 

characters for different activities.
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 Synergies between equipped items  

The vast majority of items in Skylandia have a consciousness of 
their own, and some of them enjoy being equipped with certain 

others. Likewise, some items will feel uncomfortable when equipped 
alongside others that they don’t get along with. Most of these 

preferences are based on the elements of the items, but in some cases 
even two items of the same element will not coexist happily. Items also 

feel much better in a biome that matches their element than in one 
that opposes it.

These synergies manifest as bonuses or penalties to attributes, new 
attributes, or skill/spell modifications, depending on the item. They 

come in many varieties and offer players many options for optimizing 
their characters for different activities.
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Example

Now that the player’s Tears of the Moon bow is Wind-
bound, it will do 15% more base damage and gain a larger 

hit points bonus if it is equipped along with 3 pieces of 
Wind-bound armor. On the other hand, if it is equipped 
with one or more Earth-bound items, it will inflict less 

damage and acquire a dodge penalty.

The Ice Dragon Robe is Ice-locked. If it is equipped along 
with 3 pieces of Wind-bound items, it acquires a new 

spell modification, complete with a unique animation:

Spell modification: Ice Spike becomes Icy Winds. It 
inflicts +50% Wind damage in addition to the base Ice 

damage and increases the movement speed of the user 
for 5s.



    
Synergies between items 

and Mini Ancient Monuments
   

When a Mini Ancient Monument 
(MAM) is equipped, the player gets 
access to new spells derived from 

their MAM and equipment. In addition 
to their direct effects, these spells 

imbue their target with an elemental 
status. When another attack or spell 

deals damage to the target, the 
combination of the elements produces 

an additional effect.

For example, if a player has three 
Water items and a MAM, they can 

cast a spell that slows their target and 
applies the Water status to them. If 

the player then attacks the target with 
a Lightning weapon, the target gains 

the Hydrocution status, and each 
subsequent Lightning attack causes  
area damage around them for the 

duration of the effect.

    
Synergies between  
items and biomes 

   

Items feel more comfortable in a 
biome that suits their element. Water 

equipment is more efficient on the 
beach, for example, and a water 

saddle allows mounts to move faster 
around a lake. By the same token, 

the same saddle is less efficient on a 
mountainside.

    
Synergies between  

items and forts 
   

When a guild has a fort, it can equip 
it with a castle item. If this castle is 

enchanted and bound to an element, 
other items on the island that have 

an affinity with that element receive 
an additional bonus on top of the 
base bonuses given by the castle. 
For example, if a guild’s castle is 

Lightning-bound, all guild members 
on the island harvesting resources 

with a lightning tool will collect 
slightly more resources and have a 
higher chance of finding rare ones.

    
Fort attacks 

   

During fort attacks, items that have 
an affinity with their team’s war beast 

or castle element gain useful PvP 
bonuses.
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Players in Skylandia often find themselves 
confronting other players to take control of an island’s 

resources, loot their valuable items, conquer a fort 
in guild battles, earn the title of best PvP team in the 

arena, and in many more instances.

 PvP 
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Players can choose 
to activate PvP mode 

on their characters. This 
status gives them a big bonus 

to damage and hit points, even in 
PvE, and allows them to attack and be 

attacked by other players. In open world 
PvP, anything goes. Players can engage 

in group melees or one-on-one 
duels, or flee at the first sight of 

hostile players to the nearest 
neutral village, where PvP 

is always disabled.

When a player 
defeats another player 
in open world PvP, they 

have a chance to obtain one of 
their items or a portion of their 

resources or blueSky tokens (see the 
Death section). To encourage players 
to keep at least some tokens on them 

despite the risk of losing them on 
defeat, characters who carry a 
minimum amount of blueSky 

enjoy bonuses to health, 
damage, and movement 

speed.
A ranking 

of open world 
PvP fighters is kept 

up to date in real time, 
and rewards in blueSky 
tokens are distributed 

weekly to the top 
performers.
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Open World PvP



Arenas

Players can fight in 
instanced arenas individually 

or in teams of 3. Arenas can be 
found in neutral villages across 

Skylandia. Each player is given a rating 
that reflects their combat strength, which 

is then used to match them with opponents of 
similar ability.

Each week, the players with the best Elo ranking 
are rewarded in blueSky tokens. The rewards are 

much higher for team arenas compared to 
one-on-one arenas.

Unlike open world PvP, defeated 
players don’t stand to lose any 
items, resources, or tokens in 

arena combat.
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Fort Attacks

Each island in 
Skylandia has a 

fort that a guild must 
conquer to gain control of 

the island. These forts confer 
various bonuses and synergies 
to the members of the guilds 

that govern them as long 
as they remain on the 

island.

If a guild wants to occupy 
another guild’s fort, they 

must attack it and oust their 
opponents. The attacking guild 
creates a group of 8 players and 

a war beast, optionally adding siege 
weapons if necessary. When combat starts, 

the invaders must help the war beast overcome 
the fort’s defenses. The beast grants the attackers 

bonuses and synergies just as the fort does to 
the defenders. The latter will have some time 

to assign a group of 8 players as well as 
counter-siege items such as burning 

oil and traps to repel the invaders. 
Sieges are fought in an instanced 

zone and last until the fort or 
war beast is vanquished.

Each island in 
Skylandia has a 

fort that a guild must 
conquer to gain control of 

the island. These forts confer 
various bonuses and synergies 
to the members of the guilds 

that govern them as long 
as they remain on the 

island.

If the attacking 
guild wins the fight, 
it becomes the new 

owner of the fort. The war 
beast and siege weapons are 

returned to the guild vault and 
must be healed/repaired 

before they can be 
deployed again.

Just like 
arena fights, 

defeated players 
don’t stand to lose any 

items, resources, 
or tokens in fort 

attacks.
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PvP tournaments are held during some game- 
and player-hosted special events. These 

tournaments are highly customizable, from the 
number of players per team to the tournament 
style (e.g. single or double elimination bracket) 

to the value and distribution of the prizes. 
Some are free to enter, but others require an 

admission fee in blueSky tokens.

Tournaments
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Some  
Other Game  

Mechanics 
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Lady Death  
 

When a player dies, there is a small chance that Lady Death will appear to 
them and offer to let them keep their lost resources or item in exchange 

for a bribe in blueSky tokens. Part of the bribe goes to the winning 
player(s) in PvP, and to various prize pools in PvE.

Safe Slots

A player can designate a number of their equipment slots as safe slots, 
which prevent any items equipped in them from being lost on defeat. All 
players start with 2 free safe slots, but can pay a fee in blueSky tokens to 
add more. The fee increases with the number of safe slots and the rarity 

of the protected items.
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When a player dies in-game and is not immediately revived 
by their teammates or equipment, they are at risk of losing 

an item, resources, or tokens. What they stand to lose exactly 
depends on how they died.

In PvE, players may lose a certain amount of resources from their 
inventory or a portion of their blueSky tokens. Resources lost in this way 

are auctioned on the marketplace, and tokens (including the earnings 
from auctioned items) are added to the various in-game prize pools. In 

general, PvE losses range from nothing at all to quite small amounts. 

When a player is defeated in PvP, the winner or winners have a chance 
to obtain an item from their inventory or a portion of their resources or 
blueSky tokens. However, players should be able to use their rare items 

without the constant fear of losing them in PvP. To facilitate this, the 
game provides two different ways as explained in the next sections.

Death



Mercenaries
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A player can choose to offer their services as a 
mercenary in exchange for blueSky tokens. Neutral 
villages have job boards where players and guilds 

offer contracts to mercenaries. 

Some of the services that may be requested are:

 Escorting a player, guild or group so that  
they cannot be attacked in PvP fights 

 Helping to attack or defend a fort  
in guild-vs-guild battles 

 Helping to kill a boss during an event 

 Rounding out a team of 3 for arena fights  
or fighting solo

When a mercenary agrees to take the job, the contract is 
recorded on the blockchain and the mercenary’s fee is paid 

after the task is performed.



Quests
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Skylandia offers a limited number of quests 
compared to other MMORPGs, allowing 
players as much freedom as possible to 
play the game in the way that they feel is 
most rewarding. What quests there are 
give players the opportunity to access 

new content, and in rare cases rewards 
of blueSky and redSky tokens for early 

community members.



Weekly Quests

Weekly quests are generic and do not require players to kill a specific 
monster or harvest a certain resource. 

They aim to reward players just for performing everyday game activities, 
such as:

Gathering basic resources
Harvesting scarce resources
Participating in arena fights

Killing monsters
Crafting items

Content Quests

These quests allow players to both explore the different islands of 
Skylandia and unlock new content, such as new islands or their first 

mount. They often take the form of exploration quests, where players must 
travel to multiple locations on a particular island.

Event Quests

These quests are only available for the duration of the event that triggers 
their appearance. They allow players to obtain tokens or certain items and 
reward players who log in during the event. They can also unlock access to 

some event bosses.
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Tutorials
When a new player discovers the world of Skylandia, a series of quests 

allows them to familiarize themselves with the different aspects of 
the game. These tutorial quests simply explain the systems of combat, 
resource harvesting, crafting, synergies, and the wider world beyond. 
They are not too long or difficult but serve as a good overview of the 

mechanics of the game.
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Gameplay 
Whitepaper


